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Project Outline:  This project is suitable for students with an interest in Fashion trends, styling and Graphic 
Design. Some points to reflect on before choosing this brief: 

Do you enjoy putting together and accessorising outfits?  Do your friends come to you for style tips?  
Are you a fan of Instagram?  Are you interested in learning how to use Photoshop?
Do you buy fashion magazines and look to them for outfit inspiration? 

If you have answered yes to some of these, consider opting for this project. A three-day brief will introduce 
you to fashion image, fashion styling, editorial styling and creative direction. Tasks will focus on the latest 
collaboration between fashion model, television presenter, and contributing editor at British Vogue -  Alexa 
Chung and the high-street store Marks and Spencers. The capsule collection ‘Archive by Alexa’is being 
previewed at the Newcastle branch of M&S (one of the few participating stores) and we will work directly 
with the visual merchandising team to style and direct our own fashion shoots. The resulting images will be 
used to create a fashion magazine spread on 
Photoshop.

Main Project Sponsor:  Marks & Spencers (Newcastle Branch): http://www.marksandspencer.com/

Your 3 Training Days may look like this: 
Day one: This day will be all about trends, styling and looking at the Marks and Spencer brand and archive. 
We will meet the team at M&S, complete a shop report and research and plan our fashion shoot.

Day two: The second day will be an in-store fashion shoot, followed by image editing and designing a 
magazine feature in the afternoon.

Day three: Our last day will focus on completing our final fashion editorial layouts on Photoshop, the com-
peted magazine features will be presented at final show.
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